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Abstract:
This thesis has been written to explain a practical application of sculpture to a given situation. A
problem was set up which provided a wood panel of x 7' to be carved into a baa relief for the Fireplace
room. of Herrick Hall. Considering the physical factors of the room, the principle part of the problem
consisted of designing a motif for the panel. The design was to be concerned with the interests of the
people who used the room. The otner factor to be considered was the adaptability of the panel and its
design to the room. The solution to this problem is enlarged throughout the thesis.

As preliminary studies to this problem there were smaller pieces of sculpture done in wood carving,
stone carving and ceramic sculpture. These first projects served as an introduction to the media and
tools of sculpture. The experiments and methods of approaching these problems are individually
treated in the thesis.

Throughout the work there has been a study and appreciation of sculptural concepts from the ancient to
the contemporary. In addition there was a growth from the practical working experience in sculpture,
the reading and study of contemporary sculptors and the very helpful criticisms of Mr. Conrad and the
art department faculty of Montana State College. 
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Abstract

Thla theeIa hao been written to explain a practical application 

of sculpture to a given situation. A problem was set up which provided 

a -vood panel of 1 x 7 1 to be carved into a baa relief for the Fire

place i-iooii of herrick I all. Considering the physical factors of the 

roos:, the principle part of the problem consisted of designing a motif 

for the panel. The design was to be concerned with the interests of 

the people who used the room. Ihe otj er factor to be considered was 

the adaptability of the panel and its design to the room. The solution 

to this problem la enlarged throughout the thesis.

As preliminary studies to this problem there were smaller pieces 

of sculpture done in wood carving, stone carving and ceramic sculpture. 

These first projects served as an introduction to the media and tools 

of sculpture. The experiments and methods of approaching these problems 

are individually treated in Li e thesis.

Throughout the work there has Lean a study and appreciation of 

sculptural concepts from the ancient to the contemporary. In addition 

there was a growth from the practical working experience in sculpture, 

the reading and study of contemporary sculptors and the ver^ helpful 

criticisms of Ar. Conrad end the art department faculty of kontana 

state College.



Introduction

The research and special problems involved in this thesis have been 

planned as practical problems in the art of sculpture. The thesis probles 

wao one of designing a piece of sculpture to meet the demands of a specif

ic situation. Witl this probloc In mind there was an attempt to explore 

the moat commonly employed media in the field of sculpture. The exper

ience gained in the actual physical properties of wood, stone and clay 

has been extremely valuable. The experience lias not been limited to a 

knowledge of the materials to be carved but also extends to the tools 

used in sculpture, and their cere and upkeep.

Beyond the characteristics of tools and media the artist is concerned 

with certain basic elements of a work of art. These qualities are difficult 

to define but arc generally spoken of as: form, design, structure and core- 

position. The sculptor attempts to express ids creative concept through 

tie action of hie tools on the material. He may have a well defined idea 

of what he is about to create but the limits of hie tools and materials 

often alter his conception.

The sculptor in working a piece of stone or wood must give thought to 

several things; he must consider the size, form, volume, type# of material, 

balance, proportion, lighting,hardness,texture and many other properties 

that vary with the material. The final expression produced by the sculp

tor io the result of ids cossu&nd of these physical properties plus his 

creative Interpretation and imagination.

Sculpture may be considered tie original form of art expression.



The three-ditoenalonal quality of sculpture is significant to the human 

concept of known objects. Feople have the inborn desire to feel and think 

In teres of volumes and voids. For this reason sculpture is a dynamic art.

The research and problems of this thesis have served as an excellent 

introduction to the art of sculpture. The work accomplished during the 

year has keen an exploration of the possibilities of wood, atone and clay* 

One of the important parts of this study has been the development of the 

ability to recognize good sculptural qualities.

..ost of the experiences and observations have been personal and it 

would be impossible to express them in terms of muscular coordination, 

mental reflections and an expression of aesthetic qualities. Certain 

findings that have been observed during this project have been noted.

These observations might be of value to eo e other beginning sculptor 

faced with similar problems.

There are essentially two parts to this thesis. The first section 

deals with special problems which wore disciplinary In nature. They 

wore designed as experiences in the liardneeo of wood and stone and the 

workability of clay. They were concerned with the control of light, 

the realization of volumes and the integration of mseeeo. Those studies 

of sculpture in the round were preliminary to the final thesis problem 

of bee relief in wood. The depth effect of baa relief ic achieved by 

the use of overlapping planes and a reduced figure size. The success of 

the bat? relief ws.s entirely dependent upon the application of the sculp

tural principles learned during the beginning problems in sculpture.

These problems are described Ir the first part of the thesis.
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Chapter I

Cak Sculpture

The first study was a wood carving in oak. The block, 4* x 6* x 24*, 

was acquired from one of the local lumber yards and it coot $2.00. Kiln 

dried oak of the same type would have cost fro.:, five to ten tines as much. 

Because this piece of wood had been dried by nature there was evidence of 

checks throughout the block. Thlo type of wood is used by ranchers and 

farmers for wagon tongues as well as other farm and commercial equipment 

where wood is required to be under great tension.

Before work on this block of oak was started, an anatomical study was 

made in clay of the approximate size and shape of the figure to be carved. 

'This study was made to determine the beat moans of utilising the block of 

wood. Ooze sculptors approach a piece of wood or stone without any piano 

of direction. They allow the media and their imagination to suggest form. 

This method is a direct sculptural approach.

Before the clay figure was started an armature was built up of twist

ed wires which established the vertical proportions and served as the basic 

bone structure of the figure. It was securely mounted on a block of wood 

which gave the figure adequate support. A plasticine clay was used to 

build up the figure around the wire armature. The clay was applied to the 

armature in very small amounts to build up the volumes of the body such as 

the head, cheat and pelvic regions. These volumes were developed as inter

related ...asses with consideration of the mechanical functioning of one part 

to another. Tho growth of this type of clay figure is interesting and 

instructive. It is not only a good exercise in the construction of a figure



but it illustrates rather well the necessity of an interrelation of work

ing parts and the need for solid figure construction. When the bone 

structure of the figure had been developed, sueeles were added. The 

figure grew from the addition of clay to all parts rather than the develop

ment of a single arm or leg at a time. By turning the figure and working

from all directions a well proportioned structure wee realised.

The work on the block of oak was started after the clay study had 

been completed. Frax a careful study of the clay figure, drawings were 

made on the uncarved block of oak representing the front and back view

and the two side views. The grain of the wood and the design of the

figure suggested work from the back to the front. A large gouge was used 

for roughing out tie front and back contours. Other pencil notations were 

roughed over the carved side views and tie work was started from one side 

to the other. After the four aides had been cut away smaller chisels wore 

used to cut down the corners and to develop the arms and legs. The closer 

the figure came to completion the slower and more exacting the problem 

became. A coarse rasp was used effectively to rough out the basic volumes. 

PVosE this point the work took a definite form and It seemed more interest

ing. Ooarao sandpaper and a small wood rasp did most of the finishing 

work. At this point a small chisel was used effectively on the flat areas. 

The final finish was accomplished with a fine sandpaper.

The block of oak at the time of purchase had several email cracks that 

grow larger aa the chipping process continued. It seemed logical to assume 

that the checks would weaken the structure and possibly the carving would 

split ea the work neared completion, despite the continued chiseling and



Ballet blows the oak figure gave no Indication of splitting.
A final finish of one half shellac and one half linseed oil w&a 

applied to the figure. Xhie finish brought out a pleasing pattern of 

alternating light and dark grain rhythms. In aor-e manner the wood dust 

fro:: the reaping and sanding aeesed to fill up acre of the cracks and with 

the application of a finish the cracks seemed much smaller and less obvious. 

Perhaps this was true becauoe the finish darkened the wood and made the 

crac o appear scalier. In any case the cracks do not seem to detract from 

the appearance of the piece of sculpture.

In working with oak, tools dull very quickly and it ie advisable to 

have a sharpening stone at hand at all times. It is far more efficient to 

keep tools constantly sharp both from the viewpoint of cutting a cleaner 

bite and also in requiring less effort tc make a cut. If the tool is kept 

in good condition it will not develop nicks.
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Photograph of OaJc Sculpture
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Chapter II 

Ceramic Sculpture

A study of ceramic sculpture was made of Lewlstown clay. This clay 

is of a natural pink color before and after firing which seemed to be a 

suitable clay for an anatomical study.

In the use of ordinary clays it is necessary that most objects which 

exceed approximately an inch in thickness be hollow to prevent them from 

cracking during drying or firing. This was the main problem which present

ed itself in creating ceramic sculpture. There are various commercial 

methods which are in common use in the maos production of ceramic objects. 

The most common method is the use of an absorbent mold in which slip (clay 

of a consistency of pea soup) is poured and after it has adhered to the 

walls of the mold to the desired thickness the remaining liquid content is 

poured out leaving a shell of clay which when dried is a lollow ceramic 

piece. At best these objects are obviously mass produced, In creative 

sculpture of this type, the problem is the formation of a hollow torso 

and head of clay that io sufficiently soft to be molded in the hands and 

yet a clay that is firm enough to support the strain of holding together 

with the additional weight of arias and lege.

The first figure was of Grecian influence. It was discovered that 

if the hollow head and torso were formed and the arms and legs were rough

ly shaped and allowed to dry slowly in the damp box for a day or two, 

these pieces could be put together with slip. In this way the individual 

sections of clay were sufficiently hardened to support one another. After 

the figure was assembled any amount of detail could be added. The first
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figure waa completed in detail and put into a damp box to dry slowly to 

prevent cracking. By accident it became wet and disintegrated. Follow

ing this experiment two other figures were put together in lees detail. 

They caused little technical trouble except for the legs which had the 

tendency to become shorter and broader because of the weight which bore 

down upon them froc the body, ^lrac were inserted into the lege to hold 

the figures erect but had to be removed before firing. If supporting 

wires are left in clay figures, the contraction of the clay during fir

ing will cause the figures to crack or break. After firing the figures 

were about 12* tall. It is possible to make much larger figures in 

ceramics but larger free standing figures are impractical. Hair and 

facial notations were indicated by a dark matt glaze. The bodies of the 

figures wore left in the natural pink color of the clay.

This particular type of sculpture to ver., interesting because It 

offers an unlimited variety of materials with which to work. There are 

unexplored possibilities ins clay, firing, glazes and sculptural forms, 

that could be tried as experiments. Many sculptors create modern objects 

in this medium as a commercial substitute for the cut dated porcelain 

figurines.



Photograph of Ceramic Sculpture
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Oliapter III 

Stone Sculpture

One of the moat interesting and satisfactory problems of the year 

vfcs the sculpturing of a piece of travertine marble. It was approximate

ly IO8 x 20" in the rough. Ike exterior of the rock was of a colorless 

description with a few iron stains and indications of an adhering matrix 

on the sides. The rock was of a local origin, found about twenty miles 

from Bozeaian. It was thoroughly weathered and rounded by a rolling 

action.

The lack of color and the shape of this rock suggested a head of 

sorrse type. It was with this idea in Blind that the work was started«

The outside of the stone was so weathered and rotten in spots that it 

was doubtful if anything worthwhile would result. As the rough carving 

continued there was an increasing indication of a color pattern through

out the stone. At this point the shaping of the stone into a head was 

abandoned. Study of the rough mass of stone in various positions and 

its color pattern suggested a fish. Froe this point onward it was a 

matter of shaping a simple fish form by minimizing the waste of stone 

and by utilizing the rather unique occle pattern that increased as the 

carving progressed*

host of the work was done with a bush hammer and toothed marble 

chisel and stone hammer. The stone was fairly easy to carve into shape, 

but presented some difficulties because of several cracks or flaws. here 

the stone Lad to be slowly clipped in order not to break off largo pieces.

It was discovered that sodium silicate with a mixture of marble dust



sieved through a 40 caeah screen made an excellent bond In uniting broken 

parts. This practice la not advisable but In the event of a break that 

might otherwise ruin several weeks work, it is justifiable. The rock dust 

and oodium oilicate should be mixed to the consistency of putty and applied 

to both surfaces and then the parts should be forced together and put under 

pressure for a few days.

••hen the main forma had beer, reclisod by the use of bush hammer and 

chisel, the rough surface was ground down with a piece of broken carbor

undum wheel. This abrasive action gave a smooth surface after several days 

of steady polishing. A finer surface polish was started with the use of 

carborundum or emery cloth. This cloth was of s finer grain than the car

borundum wheel and it followed the contours allowing the more lnacceosable 

parts of the fish to become polished. The emery cloth was wet in a pan 

of water and then rubbed in a circular motion on the surface of the atone* 

Some of the deeper cuts or defects were smoothed out by the use of a flat 

chisel which cut a very even surface contour and eventually eliminated 

the defects. A discarded file can be used profitably on marble to remove 

scratches and indentations as well an for defining contours. After all 

of the scratci es, cracks end other defects had been removed a final polish 

of tin oxide paste was applied, iflth much polishing the travertine finally 

took a gleeay finish. There are a few spots on the stone that would not 

polish well because they wore of a matrix that was of a porous nature which 

would not tale the polish.

The fish sculpture Ie a simplified shape; however it does have eye 

indentations, a fin end tail. The general shape of the fish was developed



bo the carving progressed. The eye markings were made after the fish had 

been completed. Tiie first experiment was an indeed circular line with a 

convex eye ball which was distracting and did not add to the design of the 

fish. Concave lndentatione for the eyes were made. This type of eye mark

ing was more satisfactory and in keeping with the simplicity of the scul

pture.

The completed chape of the fish ie not unlike the original weathered 

shape. The intereating spots of color patterns and their distribution over 

the Ease tends to resemble fish scales• As an example of modern sculpture 

this atone carving is an attempt to express a fish through simplicity, 

compactness of volumes, and the utilization of natural coloring. These 

qualities might suggest a fish to the observer through subtle inference 

more than a naturalistic representation.
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Chapter IV

Eas iielief of Stood for the Fireplace Rooa of Herrick Iiall

The Fireplace koom of Herrick Hall Ie a roo approximately 20' x 56* 
It ia located on the second floor of Herrick Hall with two groups of wind 

ows which open to the east. The fireplace is located between these two 

sets of windows. Access to the room is through double French doors from 

a central hall of the building. Adjacent to the hall and opposite the 

Fireplace iiooc is the main stairway of the building. The location of 

the Fireplace and the blank space above the mantel is important to the 

room. In relation to the door since it is directly opposite the point of 

entrance. Heople who enter the roon are confronted by the fireplace and 

the area immediately surrounding it. This part of the room is also the 

focal point of interest to the person passing through the hall or using 

the stairway.

The Fireplace Hogkl waa conservatively furnished with what could be 
described as pseudo earIy-American furniture. Above the fireplace was 

hung a bae relief of Grecian dancing maidens, cast from plaster of Paris. 

This particular relief seemed inappropriate for the room in view of the 

fact that it was a conepiciously located object with little contemporary 

appeal. The size of this plaster of Paris relief was about one-half the 

size of the space above the fireplace which made it more obvious.

The area above the fireplace is W  x 108*. It was decided to re

place the Grecian bas relief with a panel of wood to be carved in low 

relief. This wood panel was constructed from four planks of about I 5/4* 

X 10* x 7*« These planks were glued together end sanded. The final di

mensions were x 7 ’ •
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The major part of the theeia proble.- was the creation of a design 

for the wood panel. This design was to conform to the proportions, 

decorations and purposes of the room. The Fireplace no or., has evolved in

to a meeting place of students, faculty, convention groups and particul

arly as a neoting place for townspeople. Xn considering the interests 

of such a heterogeneous group, subject matter in a composition could not 

be ignored. With this thought in mind a variety of motifs were considered.

When the theoie was first proposed a ouggestioc was made to design a 

panel th t would in some manner illustrate the four branches of the college: 

Agriculture, Engineering, Household and Applied Arts, and Science. This 

proposal was ultimately exhausted by research and experimental drawings 

which proved that a panel of this type if designed according to the 

accepted style, would be confusing and uninteresting to most of the groups 

using the room. The stilted style of most institutional has reliefs de

picting interwoven departments would have been hackneyed. If innovations 

were used on this type of departmental grouping of disassociated forms and 

ideas, the purpose of the panel would have boon lost in meaningless 

abstractions. Another disadvantage of using a design illustrating the 

four branches of the college eight have been the future change of the 

college with more than the present four branches. Research was done in 

the history and development of the college in an effort to find a suit

able subject.

An alternative plan of illustrating some phase of local history 

suggested itself as a subject of interest to groups using the Fireplace 

Koora. The importance of the local historical characters of John Bozeman
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tmd JIes Brld^er was apparent. Cf these two n.en it seeded more appropri

ate to develop a t} eme of the life of John Boaesum since he was so intimate

ly concerned in the establishment and development of the town which bears 

hie name. After etUdyini- the history of, "John K* Bozecim, Montana Trail- 

ta' er", by Br. Merrill 3. Burlingame, it was decided that there wae enough 

drama end color about Bozomcn to furnish a subject for a has relief panel 

that would be understood by the people who uoed the Fireplace Boons.

At their inception the s:etches developed along the line of Bozeman 

sc a trai liaaker with via lone of the future city that was to bear hie name. 

Tiieee sketches were ineffectual because they were limited in subject matter 

to a western scene featuring the personal qualities of John Bozeman as a 

leader with the additional possibility of a designed landscape, mounted 

riders end prairie ochoocorc. It was determined after selecting and 

sketching interesting episodes of Boze- an1s life, that his death seemed 

particularly significant from, the viewpoint of history and also as one 

of the moot dramatic incidents of this region. With this Idea in mind 

sketches were made of Bozeman being shot by the Indiana. There was much 

thought given to the arrangement of the figures in the composition. This 

factor was important from the technical limitations of a wood carving.

One of the main problems of the composition was to limit the action to 

the point where it would not create a distraction in the room.

The life of Bozeman was very interesting, he was a man of restless 

nature end boundless energy. Cut of the spirit of adventure and the 

theory that he would me' e hia fortune in the west, he left his wife end 

family in Georgia without any apparent remorse or feeling of obligation.

He was apparently obsessed with the idea of exploring and adventure to be
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found in the newly discovered gold mines of the west. Judging free, M e  

leter activities in liontana he was not Intrigued with the ides of amass

ing e fortune. He was instrumental in establishing the town of Bozeman 

and he did all tfeet was possible to help develop it, lie was an unself

ish leader who seemed to be primarily Interested in creating an expanding 

west, a place where people could lead better and safer lives, his qual

ities of leadership commended the respect and admiration of hie cor.teap- 

oreriee. Ke was net only interested In the development of the town of 

Bozeman but this entire western region. For tela reason his death at 

the age of JO seemed untimely In view of whet he might have done for 

early Keertana settlers.

In order to explain the Incident illustrated in the bas relief more 

fully, the following letter Ie being quoted from Burlingame, 8John K# 

Bozeman, Montana Yrellma. er*. fhle letter was written by for. Cover, 

with w; o& Boaeaan was traveling at the time of hie death.

General T. F. Meagher, Virginia City.
Sir:— On the 16th inat., accompanied by the late J. I.. Bozeman, I start

ed for Forts 0. F. Smith and Fbil Kearney, After a day or so of arduous 

travel, wo reached the Iellowstcne River and journled on it in safety 

until the 20th Inot., when in our noon camp or. the Ie 11 owe tone, about 

seven milee title side of Bozeman ferry, we porcoived five Indians approach

ing us on foot and leading a pony. Jhen within say two lunrirod and fifty 

yards I suggested to Ar* Bozesan that wo should open fire, to which he 

made no reply. We stood with our rifles ready until the enemy approached 

to within one hundred yards, at which Bozesen remarkedt tiYhose are Grows;
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I know one of then. We will let the/,, come to us and learn where the 

Sioux and Bleckfeet cecpe are, provided they know*. The Indiana mean

while walked toward ua with their Mnde up, calling, "ap-sar-ake*

(Grow). lThey shook hands with Mr. B. and pi*offered the same politeness 

to ae, which I declined by presenting ay henry rifle at them, and at 

the same moment B. remarked, "I am fooled; they are Blackfeet. de may, 

however, get off without trouble.* I then went to our horses(leaving 

gun with B.) and had saddled mine, when I caw the chief quickly draw 

the cover from hie fuseo, and I called to B. to shoot, the Indian fired, 

the ball t«k ing effect in B'e right breast, passing completely through 

him. B. charged on the Indiana but did not fire, when another shot 

took effect in the left breast, anti brought poor B. to the ground, a 

dead man. At that instant I received a bullet through the upper edge of 

my left shoulder. I ran to a. picked up my gun and spoke to him, asking 

if he was badly hurt. Toor fellow! Lls last words Lad boon spoken some 

Eiinutea before I reached the spot; he was "stone dead."

Finuing tie Indians pressing me, and my gun not working, I stepped 

back slowly, trying to fix it, in which I succeeded after retreating say- 

fifty yards. I then opened fire and the first shot brought one of the 

gentlemen to the sod. I then charged and the other two took to their 

heels, joining the two that had been saddling B 1t animal and our pack 

horse, immediately after B'e fall, having an idea that when collected 

l e y  might make a rush, I returned to a piece of willow brush, say four 

hundred yards from the scene of action, giving the Indians a shot or two
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aa I fell back» I rema-lnod in the willowe about an hour, when I sew the 

enercy Ecrosc the river, carrying their dead coarad with them. Cn return

ing to the camp to examine B., I found but too surely that the poor fellow 

was out of all earthly trouble. Tho red men, however, had been in too 

much of e hurry to ecalp him or oven take his watch— the later I brought 

in. After cutting a potknd or eo of meat, I started on foot on the back 

track, swam the Yellowstone, walked thirty miles, and erase upon i-.cKenaie 

and Aeshaw1s camp, very well satisfied to be so far on the road home and 

in tolerable safe quarters. The next day I arrived home with a tolerable 

sore shoulder and pretty well fagged out. A party started out yesterday 

to bring in B ’s remains.

Frot!! what I can glean In the way of Information I am well satisfied 

thrit there ia a large party of Blaclfeet on the Yellowstone, whose sole 

object la plunder and ocalps.

Yours etc.(Signed) T. W» Coovor 

Callatine Lille, Bozeman, April 22, 1867.

A painting of the death of John Bozeman was dono by £. S. Jraxson.

This painting was hung In the lobby of the Baxter hotel. According to 

the criticisms of 3. Mackenzie, who was the moot intimate friend of 

Bozeian, the painting is historically inaccurate because of the dross of 

Bozeman and Cover as well as the incorrect number of Indians and horses.

The Paxson painting of Bozeman io one of the few illustrations of the 

life of this colorful frontiersman.

After EBiilng innumerable sketches, the figures began to take fora with 

& central figure of Bozeaan in an 3 position, falling to the ground after
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hevlns been shot t)o second tlae by the chief of a group of five Indiana. 

the beat arrangement of the figures seeded to be a grouping of three 

Indians on the right clue of the composition as well as one mounted Ind

ian* To the left and behind Boseamn an Indian was posed with a knife in 

the position of attacking Bozeman as he fell to the ground. Behind this 

Indian and to the extreme left is T . <t* Cover, who during the incident 

was supposedly saddling M s  horse* As to whether he actually mounted 

the horse and later dismounted in order to secure Bozeman*e gun Ie a 

matter of speculation* The composition seemed to call for a horse and 

mounted rider in order to give the design a full sense of balance. There 

were a greet many sketches and experimental arrangements made of this 

group of figurea before the final arrangement was established.

A piece of cardboard was cut to scale size of the wood panel. It 

was 15fl x 50* in size. Qn the surface of this piece of cardboard bite 

of plasticine were preseed until there was an overall clay thickness of 

about 1/2”. In order to make a smooth surface the plasticine was rolled 

with a. piece of pipe from all directions, which had a tendency to make a 

smooth surface. It was on this scale model of plasticine that the first 

relief sketches were made. It was m very satisfactory medium for experi

menting with line, texture and figure depth, because when the desired 

effect failed the surface was erased by adding more plasticine end rolling 

out another negative surface for a fresh experiment.

nrhen the design had been sufficiently worked out, a block of plaster 

of Barle the same size was cast. This was done by using 1” boards the 

size of the model on a greased piece of glece forming a dike of a
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rectangular shape within which the plaster of laris was poured, ,then 

the boards were removed the tablet of plaster of Paris was free to bo 

used as a new and harder medium than the plasticine experiment. A 
drawing of the design was cade in pencil on the surface. A paring knife 

and a couple of ceramic lcstrunente were used to lnciee the lines about 

the figures. It was a worthwhile experiment because the carving in 

plaster could be accomplished fairly rapidly without the fear of asking 

serious Biatehee and the affect of tool cuts and lighting. Xlieae were 

preliminary studies before the actual work was started on the wood panel.

fhe sketch was enlarged to the size of the board. This was done by 

covering the board panel with a heavy wrapping paper. The sketch wes 

changed in cartein respects because of the difference in size and to 

further improve the composition. Carbon paper was used under the draw

ing to transfer it from the wrapping paper to the board underneath.

Low relief is e type of wood carving that woa very successfully 

used by the Loraan, Oriental and Tyrolean wood carvers of the past.

It is a shallow wood curving in which the incised lines are seldom 

more then 1/4* to l/j* In depth. Depth is expressed by superimposed 

figureo which recede in perspective. It presents a problem to Illus

trate depth when confined to such shallow cuts when ae ^any as four 

figures are superimposed on one another.

The method of attacking the problem after transferring the drawing 

to the actual panel, was the outlining of the figures with a V chisel 

or vclning tool. After all of the figures were outlined a small gouge 

was used to cut away the wood immediately behind the foremost figures.



This process woe continued until all of the figures were atending in 

relief. A spoon gouge gave a brood and Irregular texture in the fore

ground. The seise texture was applied to the sky area which at the begin

ning had been given a veining effect with a V chisel that proved ineffect

ive. The background each «c mountains and hills were treated with a gouge 

following their basic contours. The figures were also slightly modeled 

with a small gou,e. The chisel marks on the figures followed contour 

patterns which gave a greater llluelon of depth. A bas relief Ie aore 

dependent upon lighting than a sculpture in the round. For example a 

source of light from the upper level of the panel would throw the upper 

lines of the figures into e pattern of light, whereas the lower lines of 

the figures or the lines away from the source of light would be thrown 

into shadow thus giving a figure a feeling of depth and solidity. A 

direct light fro::, the front destroys the feeling of volume. This effect 

is also tr e of the chisel marks although their apparent depth varies 

with their ability to reflect light and throw shadows.

The experiences gained fro., working with drawings, clay and plaster 

of Paris modeIa in bas relief have been very Interesting and instructive. 

Every artist should have come experience in this field of expression. If 

for no other reason, working in bas relief would develop a greater under

standing of the importance of light upon irregular surfaces. The principles 

involved are not only important to bas relief but also in the field of 

painting, sculpture in the round and any other pliese of art where incised 

lines or relief is used.
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